Cancer

PEER-REVIEWED PUBLICATIONS


INVITED SCIENTIFIC PRESENTATIONS

Western Association of Gynecologic Oncologists (WAGO- June 2016)

SCIENTIFIC POSTERS AND ABSTRACTS

Curating the Clinical Genome (CCG - June 2016)

American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO - June 2016)
Selected for Journal of Clinical Oncology Supplement (J Clin Oncol, 34, 2016)
Speare V, Dalton E, LaDuca H, Grosvenor C, Kuo JZ, Lin E, Dolinsky JS. PALB2 mutation carriers: are clinicians acting on the molecular diagnosis?

European Society of Human Genetics (ESHG - May 2016)
International Symposium on Hereditary Breast and Ovarian Cancer (BRCA - May 2016)
Souders B, Gabree M, Dolinsky JS, McFarland R, Li S. Ashkenazi Jewish descent and panel testing: beyond BRCA founder mutations.

American Association for Cancer Research (AACR - April 2016)

Clinical Genomics

SCIENTIFIC PRESENTATIONS

Clinical Genomics / Cancer

European Society of Human Genetics (ESHG - May 2016)
Sponsored Presentation: Tippin Davis B, Dalton E, Osborne CM. “A Journey into the Unknown: Exploring the Clinical Diagnostic Path from Targeted Panel to Whole Exome Sequencing.”
SCIENTIFIC POSTERS
Curating the Clinical Genome (CCG - June 2016)


Neurology
PEER-REVIEWED SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS


Cardiology
SCIENTIFIC POSTERS
European Society of Cardiology (ESC - August 2016)
Dempsey M, Lu I, Johnston I, Tinker J, Calicchia S, Dolinsky JS, Davis BT. Family matters: how family member testing can reclassify variants in genetic testing for thoracic aortic aneurysm and dissections.

Professional Laboratory Issues
INVITED SCIENTIFIC PRESENTATIONS
Curating the Clinical Genome (CCG - June 2016)

SCIENTIFIC POSTERS
Gordon Research Conference (GRC - June 2016)
Huether R, Chamberlin A, Pesaran T, Lu H-M. Structural quantification, discrimination, and reclassification (SURF) of pathogenic variants.

American College of Genetics and Genomics (ACMG - March 2016)
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Peer-Reviewed Publications: ambrygen.com/peer-reviewed-publications